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Abstract 
For a given functional of a simple point process, we find an analogue of Taylor's theorem for 
its mean value. The terms of the expansion are integrals of some real functions with respect o 
factorial moment measures of the point process. The remainder term is an integral of some 
functional with respect to a higher order Campbell measure. A special case of this expansion is
Palm-Khinchin formula. The results complement previous studies of Reiman and Simon 
(1989), Baccelli and Br6maud (1993) and shed new light on light traffic approximations of Daley 
and Rolski (1994), Blaszczyszyn and Rolski (1993). 
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1. Introduction 
Many performance characteristics in queueing and other stochastic models are 
functionals of some point process (p.p.). In this paper we present an analogue of 
Taylor's expansion for functionals in terms of higher order factorial moment 
measures. That is, the expectation of a functional of a simple p.p. is expressed as a sum 
of n integrals with respect o factorial moment measures of the point process, and the 
remainder is the integral of a functional with respect o the Campbell measure of order 
n + 1. We call this expansion the Factorial Moment Expansion (FME). The FME is 
closely related to the idea of investigation of the moment structure of a p.p. in order to 
obtain the probability generating functional, avoidance function, etc. It is known that 
for a p.p. (N, P) admitting factorial moment measure M t") for some positive integer n, 
its probability generating functional G[1 - phi = Eexp [~R log(l - ph(x))N(dx)]  
can be expressed as the sum 
G[1-ph]=l+ ~ ( -p ) i fR  i=1 i! , h(Xl) ""h(xi)M~i)(dxl ... dxl) + o(p ~) 
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for any Borel function h vanishing outside some bounded set, satisfying 
0 <<, 1 - h (x )  ~< 1 and 0 < p < 1 (cf. e.g. Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988, p. 222). Our 
FME provides an expansion of such type for a wide class of functionals of p.p. and an 
expression for the remainder is given. We note also, that the FME can be seen as 
a generalization of the well known Palm-Khinchin formula as in Daley and Vere- 
Jones (1988, pp. 50-56), since in the case of the functional ~b(N) = l(N(0,u] = k); 
k ~> 0, u > 0 of a stationary p.p. (N, P) we obtain 
E~k(N) = l(k = O) + EN[O, I] 
x f~ [Ptol){N( -- x,O] = k - I} - P(ol){N( - x,O] = k}] dx, 
where 1(.) is the indicator function equal to 1 if true and 0 if false, E is the expectation 
with respect o P and Ptoll is its (reduced) Palm version. 
We present also several applications of the FME, mainly to light traffic approxima- 
tions of queueing models. To model light traffic conditions, we use a family of 
probability measures parameterized by some 0 say, where 0 e O ~ R. In some cases, 
the FME allows a polynomial expansion (plus a remainder) of a mean value of 
a functional of interest with respect to the parameter 0.Then, provided the remainder 
is "smooth enough", this expansion is a Taylor-type of expansion, that is coefficients 
of the polynomial are derivatives of the mean functional at 0 = 0+. In queueing 
theory, after a proper parameterization, these derivatives can describe systems in light 
traffic. As a typical example, we take for 0 the retention probability of a thinned 
arrival process. Note, that for the Poisson p.p. with intensity 2, thinning and linear 
scaling of the arrival rate 2 are equivalent. Reiman and Simon (1989) proposed an 
analytical method of evaluating derivatives for some class of functionals of the 
Poisson p.p. with respect o 2, at 2 = 0÷. Their assumption is sufficient for the 
existence of all derivatives, but not analyticity. (Zazanis (1992) studied analyticity of 
functionals of a Poisson process with respect to the intensity 2.) Our paper is 
motivated by the approach of Baccelli and Brrmaud (1993), who "made a simple use 
of Campbell's theorem, ... and impose an ad hoc condition" for the first derivative of 
any stationary point process to exist. Particularly, it carries out an idea of application 
of n-fold Palm distributions, proposed by Brrmaud (1992). 
There are interesting cases where we are not able to obtain derivatives of the mean 
value of the functions with respect o the parameter (e.g. when the parameter is the 
factor of a time-scale dilation of the process). Then we can use the FME to propose 
some other light traffic approximations, in the spirit of Daley and Rolski (1991, 1994) 
and Btaszczyszyn and Rolski (1993). 
The paper is organized as follows. The main result of this paper, the proof of the 
FME, is presented in Section 3. We precede it in Section 2 with some necessary 
definitions and propositions from point process theory. Models leading to Taylor- 
type expressions are studied in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we give examples of 
light traffic approximations based on the FME in a non-Taylor case. 
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2. Point processes 
In this paper, we consider point processes on R. We have all measures on R defined 
on the Borel a-algebra ~(R), J / i s  the family of Radon measures (finite on every 
compact set)taking values in N = {0, 1,... }w { ~ } and such that/~({x}) is either 0 or 
1 for each x e ~ (its elements are simple point measures). We denote by e~ the point 
mass at x, which satisfies 
ex(A)={~ i fx~A,  
for xCA. 
Thus every element/~ of J /has  a representation 
u(R) 
i=1 
where (x~) is a sequence of distinct points in R without accumulations. Let ~ (J/') be 
the minimal a-algebra of subsets of J¢, which makes the functions J /~  # ~ #(B) 
measurable for all bounded B e ~(R). A simple point process (p.p.) on R is the identity 
transformation ~'9/~ -~ N(#) =/~. Thus every probability measure P on (J / ,  ~(~t')) 
defines a simple stochastic point process (N, P). Usually we omit the words simple 
stochastic and call it simply p.p. 
Definition 2.1. The Factorial moment measure of (N, P) of order k is 
(k) M(me~(dxl ... dXk) = E[Ntk)(dxl ... dXk)] for k = 1 . . . .  , 
where 
E[Ntk'(dxl ... dXk)] = E[N(dx,)(N-- ex,)(dx2) ... (N--ki~=i ex,)(dXk)l. 
We say that (N, P) admits a moment of order k if ~IF (k) • - -'- me) is a Radon measure on ~k. 
If it is not necessary, we will omit the whole subscript or part of it, so 
M(R) = Mtk). (N,P) = M~ ) 
Let dx denote Lebesgue measure on R. For each x, let rx i denote the translation 
operator y -+ Zxl(y) = y - x; then for a measure/~, we let I~L,(A ) = p(A + x), where 
A + x = {y + x: y e A } and consequently, for p.p. N 
N(R) 
NT~I = £ ~xi-x. (2.1) 
i=1 
A stochastic p.p. (N, P) is stationary if for each x, 
N~x, ~ N. (2.2) 
It follows from (2.2) that the first moment measure of a stationary point process, if 
exists, is translation invariant and hence a scalar multiple of Lebesgue measure: 
Mm(dx) = 2 dx, (2.3) 
where the parameter 2 = 2(m m is the intensity of the p.p. 
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We now define the conditional distributions of a stochastic p.p. (N, P) given that it 
has points at finitely many specified locations. Suppose that (N = y~ ex,, P) is a stochas- 
tic point process on R. We first introduce certain measures on the product spaces 
~k X ~¢. 
Definition 2.2. For each k, the measure 
/'~(k) / / )  F )  E 1 N ~ gx, e ff N(k)(dxl dXk) ~(N,P)~ X = - -  . . .  
i=1  / 
on ~k × ~ is the kth order Campbell measure of (N, P). 
(2.4) 
Definition 2.3. The reduced k-fold Palm distributions of(N, P) are given by the kernel 
(k) . 
(k) r dC(N,p) (  X F )  i x  . P ......... ( )=  (k) ~ 1, . . ,Xk) (2.5) 
dC(N,p)(. × ,A() 
from R k x ~(~/)  to ~. 
The construction is fundamentally simple: for each F E~(J//), C(N,p)((k) " x F) 
<~ --(N.e),r(k) t. X J/), SO there exists a Radon-Nikodym derivative P(k)(F).. One must then 
ensure that it is a probability measure for each (Xl, . . . ,  Xk) ~ ~k; see Kallenberg (1983) 
for details of the idea which goes back to Ryll-Nardzewski (1961). Heuristically 
P~),. .... (.) can be interpreted as the conditional distribution of (N,P) under the 
condition that in (xl . . . . .  Xk) there are points of the process N, which are not counted. 
For other remarks on conditional distributions of p.p. see Last (1990). 
We need the following two results. The first is proved by Hanisch (1983). 
Proposition 2.4. r'~ ra(k) is a-finite, then for all F e ~( J~)  "J  ~'* (N ,P )  
(k- 1) (1) F (k) .-(k) ~ _ a .e .  (P .......... )~, ( ) = P ............. (F) M(N,,. ) 
Proposition 2.5. For any k >~ 1,/f(N, P) admits a moment of order k, then (N, ptk-  1) ) 
admits a moment of order l for Mlk~))-almost all X l . . . .  , Xk- X, and 
M~)(dxx dXk-l ,  dXk) = = M (1) (dxk)M(~-l)(dxl  dXk-1). " ' "  p (k  1) " ' "  
x l ,  . . . , x~- t  
Proof. We have from Definitions 2.1-2.3 that for Ai ~ ~(R), i = 1 . . . . .  k - 1,k, 
k-1  fR  1-] l(xi e Ai) I(Xk • AR) M ~1) (dx~)M~- 1)(dxx ... dXk- 1) p (k - 1) 
k-I i=1 XX, . . . ,Xk - I  
k-i i=1 
fo ( ) ] = l(Xl Ai) l(Xk Ak) N- -  ex, (dXk)N(k-1)(dxl dXk-1) L JR ~-' i=1 i=1 
= M(~)(A1  x . . .  x A , ) .  
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3. Expansion 
Let ~ : ~(  ~ R be a measurable functional of a simple p.p. (N, P) on R and we 
assume that ~k(N) is integrable with respect o P. In this section, we show an expansion 
of the expectation E~,(N) in terms of factorial moment measures of (N, P). 
For ~L • . / /we  denote by/~[x its restriction to the subset ( - oo ,x) given by 
#Ix(B) = i~(Bc~( - oo ,x)) 
As usual we write for #, v • ~ '  
(p + v)(B) = I~(B) + v(B) 
(B • s~(R)). (3.1) 
(B • M(R)). (3.2) 
For any functional ~, on J /and  x e R let 
O~l)(~) = O(~l~ + ~)  - 0(~1~), 
and in order to simplify notation we denote 
. . . . . . . .  (O(1)/(1) (i) 
0~2~ ~ (~) = ( . . . -x ,  ,~ ... • )~, @.  
We write o • J / fo r  the null measure (i.e. o(B) = 0; B • M(~)). 
(3.3) 
(3.4a) 
Remark. The functional ~,(") can be written in the explicit form 
Xl ,  . . .  , x  n 
,[52 7 1) Y,~,,(7)/¢(~ulx. + Y,,~,e,x,) for x, < ... < xl ,  
0 (") ...... (~) = =o( - " -~ (3.4b) 
Xl' [0  otherwise, 
where { (3)} denotes the collection of all j element subsets of { 1 . . . . .  n}. The proof of 
this fact goes by the induction principle with respect o n. The function ¢(")~1, ..,~(°) 
appeared for the first time in Reiman and Simon (1989) who computed the derivatives 
of the mean functional ~ of the Poisson p.p. with respect o its intensity 2. 
A functional O on J / i s  said to be continuous at +_ oo if for every #, v e J¢/ 
lim O(/~lv) = O(v) and lim O(Plx) = ¢(/~). (3.5) 
X~--oO X~ 
Example 3.1. Let {Si}i% _~ be a sequence of positive independent identically distrib- 
~d 
uted random variables. For a point measure kt =)2i=-~ex, ,  (""  < x-1 <Xo 
~< 0 < Xa < " '  ), define the integer n(x) = max{n: x, < x} and let 
if'(#) = E' ( _  ~maX<m,<0 {i~=mSi+x'})  +' 
where (a) + = max(0, a), (a)- = min(0, a), max 0 = - oo and E' denotes expectation 
with respect o the law of {S,}. Then 1,7¢'(#) is the mean work-load in the single-server 
F IFO queue at time 0, given that the arrivals occurred according to the points of/~. 
Observe that 17v'(.) is continuous at + oo since for each /~e J¢, such that 
17¢'(/~ + v) < ~,  by monotone convergence lTv'(#lx)/~ I7¢'(#) or "~ 1,7¢(v) = 0 when 
x ~ Go or x - - * -  oo respectively• 
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We now present he main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.2 (Factorial moment expansion). Let ~ be a functional of a simple p.p. 
(N, P) on • that is continuous at +_- oo. I f  for all i = 1 . . . . .  n + 1 
fR f~ (0 ,),p(i) x (dp) M(~)(dXl dx i )< , I@ . . . . . . . . .  ( .  . . . . . .  ... oo (3.6) 
then 
fR (i) (i) E~b(N) = ~(o) + ~b . . . . . . .  (o)M p (dxl ... dxi) (3.7) 
i=l 
fR f,4t (n+l) . ~D(n+l) + .+. ~b ........... (~" 'x .......... (d#)M~"+l)(dxl ... dx,+l).  
Before we prove Theorem 3.2 we recall the result of Baccelli and Br6maud (1993). 
We present it in our setting because it is the first step of the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. For a functional ~b of a simple p.p. (N, P) on R satisfying 
, ,  (3.8) I~'y (,)lPr (d/z)M(N,e)(dY) < oo 
and that is continuous at +_- ~ ,  
f , f~ l ) ( , )  (,) (3.9) E~b(N) = ~(o) + @r (Iz)Py (d#)M(Nd,,(dy). 
Proof. By (2.6) and (3.1) the integral at the RHS of (3.9) is equal to 
fR f,~¢ (1, (1, ~p, (l~)C(N,e,(dydt~) = E (@(NI.,) - ~,(NI .... )), 
i = - -oO 
where {xi} is the set of event times of N (i.e. xi-  1 < xi and N = Zi= - ~ x,). In the same 
way (3.8) is equivalent o 
E ~ I¢,(NID- ~(Nl~, ,)l < oo. 
i= - -~ 
Therefore, the series without I ' l  is convergent and since ~ is continuous at + oo 
E ~ (tp(Nl~,) - ~(NI~, ,)) = E~J(N) - ~(o). [] 
i= - -oo  
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Observe first, that if ~ is continuous at + oo, then so are 
~k (° for all x~, .. ,x~elR. The proof of the theorem uses Lemma 3.3. Let 
Xl ,  .. .  , x i  
ie{0,  . . . ,n} and for given X l , .  x~e~ consider the function ~,") of the 
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stochastic point process (N, P(i I ....... ). By (3.4) and Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, condition 
(3.6) implies 
~f  ,~h,i) (1) (,) ~(1) (d.,M,l) . . . . . . . . .  ) . . . .  (~) I (P  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  , ~,, ,~,, (dX,+l) < oO 
J~ J~ 
for My ) almost all x 1 . . . . .  x i ~ R. By Lemma 3.3, integrating with respect o My ) we 
obtain 
fR, f ~ (') ,"P(') ...... (d#) M~)(dx~ dx,)  xa  . . . . .  x i  x l ' t J  x l ,  " " " 
= l ~ btO ,x,(o)M~)(dxl .. dxi) 
Xl ,  . . .  
d 
fR ; ,I,(i+l) ' , , 'D(i+l) ',4,.'1t,¢(i+1)1,4~ dXi+l). + ~xl ..... x,+~Vz! Ix  t ..... x~+~utz) 1vl p ~ '1  "'" 
I+1  ~1' 
This, with i = 0, gives on the LHS E$(N), and adding both sides for i = 0 . . . .  ,n we 
get (3.7). [] 
In the next example, we apply our expansion to a very simple functional. 
Example 3.4. Consider ~,(N) = l(N(0,t) >/k) for some t > 0, k >/0. Then by (3.4b) 
O<~')(N) = [l(N(0,x) >~ k - 1) - l(N(0,x) ~> k)] 1(0 < x < t) 
~2) (N) = [l(N(O, x2) ~ k - 2) 
XI ,X  2 - 
- 2"l(N(0, x2) ~ k -  1) + l(N(0, x2) ~ k)] 1(0 < x2 < xl < t). 
Now Theorem 3.2 with n = 0 for a simple stationary point process (N,P) with 
intensity 2 gives 
P{N(O,t) >/k} = l(k = 0) + _f'n[P(X){N(O,x) >~ k - 1} - P(1){N(O,x) >>. k}]2dx 
(3.10) 
or with n = 1 
P{N(O,t) 1> k} = l(k = 0) + 2t[l(k ~ 1) -  l(k - -  0)] 
+ ~ [P~x~),~{N(O, - 2}--~2)2rx1,~ ~{N(O,x2)>~k - 1} 
d U d x  2 
+ P~21~{X(O, x2) >t k}]  M'2'(dxl dx2) .  (3.11) 
Remark. We obtained in (3.10) and (3.11) what is known as the Palm-Khinchin 
formulas for point processes; ee e.g. Daley and Vere-Jones (1988, pp. 50-56), Hein- 
rich and Stoyan (1984) or K/Snig and Schmidt (1992, ch. 6). Thus we can look at the 
FME as a generalization f the Palm-Khinchin formula for a wide class of functionals 
of a point process. 
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In the following example we present a relation of the FME to the idea of expansion 
of the probabil ity generating functional. 
Example 3.5. Suppose that ~k(N)= ~k(h)(N)= exp[~Rlogh(x)N(dx)] for a Borel 
function h, with 1 - h vanishing outside some bounded set and satisfying 0 ~< h(x) <~ 1 
for all x e R. Then by (3.4b) 
t9 (n) ..... (#) = ( - 1)nexp logh(x)la(x)l~(dx) (1 - h(Xk)) 
rX l ,  , - -  O(3 
when xn < ... < x~. 
If (N, P) admits a moment  of order n + 1 then condition (3.6) is fulfilled and by 
Theorem 3.2 
" h EO(h)(N ) = 1 + ~ ( - 1 i) (1 - h(Xk))M(°(dxl ... dxi) 
/=  1  i<  . . .  < :x l  k=l  
- log h(x)~(dx)| kE ~ (1 - h(xa)) 
,.. <x~d~ Ld-oo  
x p(~L!), .... dMM ("+ " (dx ,  ... dx~ +,). (3.12) 
Remark. We obtained in (3.12) the expansion of the probabil ity generating functional 
G[h] = E~(h)(N) in terms of the factorial moment  measures (cf. e.g. Daley and 
Vere-Jones, 1988, p. 222). 
4. The Taylor case 
The main objective of this section is to present some connections of our FME to the 
well known Taylor's formula. We begin with a simple remark concerning the Laplace 
transform of a simple Poisson p.p. (N,P) with intensity measure ~t(.). Let 
0(N) = exp[  -SRf (x )N(dx) ] ,  where f is a positive real function. Then by Taylor's 
theorem 
EO(N ) = exp - (1 - e-f(x))c~(dx) = 1 + n~ ., (4.1) 
n=l  
where 
= - ~a (1 - e- I(x))~(dx) 
provided that - ~ < oo (see e.g. Karr,  1986, p. 11). Now observe that 
O~ ) x (#) = ( - 1)"exp - f(x)#(dx) (1 - e -I(~,)) 
' " ' '  ~ -ao  
when xn < ... < Xl. 
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From (3.7) the nth term of the FME is equal to ~"/n! and hence by Theorem 3.2 we get 
again (4.1). 
Remark. The FME of the Laplace transform of a Poisson p.p. is its Taylor series 
expansion with respect o 3. 
The rest of this paper concerns families of point processes. In queueing theory we 
frequently consider a parametrized family of underlying probability measures uch 
that they describe a model of interest in the whole range of its stability. We want to 
present our FME as a tool for light traffic approximations, i.e. when the underlying 
point process becomes rare. In this section we show a parametrization of the point 
process (N, P) when N = Y~i~ - o0 ex,, for which Theorem 3.2 gives Taylor's expansion 
of the mean value of the functional with respect o the parameter. Let n: • ~ (0, l) be 
U ~ measurable, and { i}i=-oo be random variables that are conditionally independent 
given N, with P(Ui--l IN ) - -1 -  P(Ui = 0IN)--n(xi).  The (position-dependent) 
n-thinning of the (N, P) is the point process 
(N ~, P) = (N,P~) = (,=_~. U~ex,, P). (4.2) 
Observe by Definition 2.1 that 
k 
(k) M(N.p~(dxl ... dXk) = l- I  n(x l )  (k) M(N.p)(dxl ... dXk). (4.3) 
i=1 
In this setting, with E" denoting the expectation with respect to P", we rewrite 
Theorem 3.2 as follows. 
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2for ~(.) and (N, P"), 
~ fn k (k) dx dXk) E"O(N) =O(o) + ~x,,~b (k) ...... (o) 1-[ n(xl)M(N,e)( , "" 
/=1 ~' i=1 
fR f~ n+l (n+ 1) (n+ 1) "rr(Y.~ ~(n  + 1) + O ........... (#)(/~) . . . . . . . .  (d,u) 1-I (dxl dx.+ 1). ... "~, ' *~; ' "  (N,P) "'" 
.+1 i=1 
Remark. For the position-independent thinning i.e. n(x) -- n, the FME gives poly- 
nomial expansion of E~(N) with respect o n. 
Corollary 4.2. The following statements hold for position-independent thinning under 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. 
(a) If 
limsup ~ f ., ,(.+1),.., ,p,,x(.+ 1)td. . ,M( , ,+l ) tdx 
n--'O JR J,"+' ~17 "~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~lzJ I, J . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, t z) (N,P)~ 1 .-. dx,,+l) < oo (4.4) 
then .£ E"~b(N) d/(o) + ~I ni ~(i) (i) = - ......... (o)M(N,e)(dxa ... dxl )  + OOr"+1). 
i 
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(b) If, moreover, the integral in (4.4) has nth derivative with respect o n at x = 0+ 
then 
dkE~O(N) k! f ~(k) (k) = . ..... (o)M(me)(dXl dxk) (0 ~< k ~< n). 
d Irk ~=o ,JR~ - -x , ,  • • • 
Remark. In case (b) of Corollary 4.2 the FME is Taylor series. In this paper we do not 
present particular conditions for the remainder term to be "smooth enough" in n; 
these conditions will be reported in another paper. For details on the existence of the 
first derivative see Baccelli and Br6maud (1993). 
Finally observe that the family of stationary Poisson point processes with inten- 
sities 2 e [0, a] can be treated as the rc-thinnings of a stationary Poisson p.p. with 
intensity a, using rc = 2/a. Moreover, the factorial moment measures of order k of the 
stationary Poisson p.p. with intensity 1is the k-fold product Lebesgue measure, and 
every reduced Palm distribution isequal to the original distribution. Thus we have the 
following result: 
Corollary 4.3. Let ~ be a functional of a stationary Poisson p.p. (N,P ~) that is 
continuous at + oc and such that for all i = 1, ... ,n + 1 
f~ f~,l¢ ") (#)lPZ(dp)dxl dxi < oe Xl, . . . . . .  " " "  " 
(a) The following statement holds for the expected value Each(N) with respect o Px 
Ea~k(N) = ~k(o) + ~ 2i ;R Tx,, ~k(1) ...... (o)dxi ... dxi 
i=1  
(4.5) 
where the last term is called the remainder term. 
(b) I f  the integral in the remainder term of(4.5) is bounded at 2 = O+ then 
Ea~(N) = ~(o) + i=, ~ 2i fR' ~(', ~'' ...... (o )dx ,  ... dx,  + 0( / I :  + i). 
(c) I f  the integral in the remainder of (4.5), has a finite derivative of order n with 
respect o 2 at 2 = O+ then 
diEa~k(N) ? 
=i!  / Ib (/) x(o)dx l . . .dx i  (O<~i<~n). (4.6) 
d R/ 4=0 dR'- ........ 
Remark. Eq. (4.6) is derived analytically by Reiman and Simon (1989) on the assump- 
tion which is sufficient for the existence of all derivatives. 
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5. Non-Taylor approach 
In this section we present he method of obtaining light traffic approximations 
based on the FME in a non-Taylor approach. The presented results, except Example 
5.2, deal with the stationary waiting-time and work-load in G/GI/1 queue. We hope 
they shed some new light on the approximations of Daley and Rolski (1994) and 
Btaszczyszyn and Rolski (1993). At the outset we introduce another transformation f 
a simple p.p. (N, P) where N = Y.i~ - ~ ex,. For 7 > 0, the y-dilation of(N, P) is the point 
process 
(N(7"),P) = (i=~-~ >.x,, P) .  (5.1) 
Denote by po the (un-reduced) Palm version of P, i.e., heuristically, P°{Ne F} 
= P~ol){ N + ~o e F} (see e.g. Baccelli and Br6maud, 1994 for the formal definition). 
Observe first that 
= m(u,e)(dXl/'/ dXk/7), (5.2) 1Vl (N(7 .),p) .. .  
and in general one cannot expect a polynomial (in ?) form of the FME. 
We now apply the FME to the functional W(N(7")) (see Example 3.1) integrated 
with respect to E and E ° to obtain formulas for the expected stationary work-load and 
waiting-time in G/GI/I. We also present results for the n thinned arrival process. We 
assume that the queue is in stable conditions, i.e. 7 is big enough (or rc is small, 
respectively) to have the traffic intensity less than I (see e.g. Loynes, 1962 or Franken 
et al., 1992). 
We assume also that the first moment of the waiting-time is finite and consequently 
the work-load (cf. e.g. Miyazawa, 1979). See also Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956) and 
Daley and Rolski (1992), where it is indicated how properties of the arrival process can 
affect the finiteness of these moments. Observe by (3.4) that 
and 
• ~)(o) = E ' (So  + x) + l (x  < 0), (5.3) 
~(2) f') ...... ~, = E'[(Vx2(.) + x2) + - (V.~2(.) + So + x2) + 
- -  ( (Vx2(~/)  + X 2 - -  X1)  + 71- S 0 q- X I )  + 
+ ((Vx2(/./) + S 1 + x 2 - Xl) + + S o + Xl) +] l (x  2 < x 1 < 0), (5.4) 
where for a given/a ~ ~ and x < 0 
V~(#) = Vx(U)(~o) = max Si + x,, - x 
\ ~c <m<n(x) L i=n(x) 
is a random variable (~o represents he dependence on {Si }). For convenience define 
the random number 
u(u) = u(#)(to) = inf{u ~< 0: V,(u)(co ) + So + S1 + u ~> 0}. (5.5) 
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As in Daley and Rolski (1991, 1994) we denote by 6e~(C) the class of measures v on 
for which 
v(O, u] 
*C>0,  whenu~0.  
U a 
In the sequel, if A is an interval we write A 2 = A x A. We now give a few results for 
G/GI/1 in light traffic extending those of Daley and Rolski (1994). 
Corollary 5.1. (a) For the mean (with respect o po) stationary waiting-time E ° I~" (N) in 
G/GI/1, such that inter-arrival time d.f. P°{T1 <<..} e 6e~(C) for some ct > O, 
C 
lim ),~E ° ff'(N(~')) = ~ E'S~ + ' (5.6) 
~--~ oO 
provided that 
E°E'[(So + S,)(V.(m(N) + So + S,)~ N(2)[ - V.(m(N) - So - S,,0) z] < oo 
and 
(2) 2 
M(N'V°)[u'O) ,0  (u~O). 
/,/a 
(b) For the mean stationary waiting-time E° ffZ (N) in G/GI/1, 
l im~- lE° f f ' (N~)  fo  E ' (So+x)  + (1, = MtN, eo)(dx) 
~r--*O J - -  cx3 
provided that 
E°E'[(So + S1)Nt2)[ - V.(N)(N) - So - $1,0) 2] < oo. 
(c) The mean stationary work-load E I~(N) in G/GI/1 satisfies 
lim 7Eff'(N(7")) = EN(0, 1)E,S2 
~-*o0 2 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
and 
lim n-~EFV(N ~) = EN(O, 1)E'S~ (5.9) 
~o 2 
provided that 
E°E'[(So + S1)(Vo(N) + So + S1)N[ -  V , (m(N) -  So - $1,0)] < c~. 
Proof. In all the cases we use Theorem 3.2 with n = 1. Thus the limiting constants 
follow immediately from (4.2) and (5.2)-(5.4) provided that appropriate scaled remain- 
ders tend to 0. The only difficulty is with (5.6). Observe that 
Mtl) r, 0) P°{To ~< lul} + v[u,0), (N, pO) L ~, 
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where v is a measure such that v [u, 0) ~< (2) 2 MtN, po )[u, 0) , and now apply Abelian Lemma 
of Daley and Rolski (1992). We work out the assumptions only for (a) and (c), case (b) 
can be done in a similar way. For the remainder R in (a) 
7~R 
~< 
~< 
where Z = 
tends to 0 when y ~ oo 
remainder R in (c), with 
(, f, 
~t/  / --(2 ) . 0 N (2) dx2) Wrx,,..x~(N(~ ))P ...... (d)M~u,  eo)(dxx 
V,~N)(N) + So + St. Now under the assumption of (a) the last expression 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. For the 
Z as just given 
;o 
~< 7EN(0, 1) E°E' [2(So+S1)N[ inf{u~O:Vu(N)+So+Sl+7(u+xl)  
-oo 
t> 0}, 0)] dx 1 
and this tends to 0 by the assumption (c). [] 
Remark. Although the results presented in this section, except (5.6), are not new (cf. 
Daley and Rolski, 1991, 1994; Btaszczyszyn and Rolski 1993), they shed some new 
light. We state that, in general, it is the behavior of the factorial moment measures (of 
orders 1, 2, ... ) of the arrival p.p. responsible for approximations of waiting-time and 
work-load in G/GI/1. Blaszczyszyn and Rolski (1993)) discuss the so called single 
customer effect, that is conditions for EIg'/E(S - T) + ~ 1 to hold in light traffic. 
From the results of this section we can see that a sufficient condition for this is, 
roughly speaking, finite second measures of the point process. For the waiting-time 
under 7-dilation we should moreover assume that the second moment measure at the 
origin is less than the first one. This can be done via assumptions on the sequence of 
the inter-arrival times as in (3.14) of Daley and Rolski (1994). The particular assump- 
tions on the finiteness of the second factorial moment measure can be expressed in 
special cases (y-dilation, n-thinning of the renewal process) in terms of inter-arrival 
distributions or renewal functions. 
In the next example, we apply the FME to a non-stationary case. We consider 
a stable polling system of Kroese and Schmidt (1992). 
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Example  5.2. Let Q be the random counting measure on [0, 1) representing the 
locations of customers on the circle in a pooling system, given that the server is not 
busy. We assume the arrival stream to be stationary Poisson with intensity a, and the 
service times are independent, identically distributed with mean el independent of 
arrivals. Then Kroese and Schmidt (1992) show that the first moment measure of Q is 
0~a 
- - -  (1 - x )dx ,  MQ(dx) 1 - act  
where 1/e is the speed of the server on the circle, and the density of second factorial 
moment measure is o(a) when a -* 0 uniformly in x. Let 0(Q) be the position of the last 
customer of Q before 1 and 0(Q) = 0 if there is no customer (when scaled with c~ one 
can interpret this as the waiting-time of the last customer on the ring during which the 
server is traveling to him). Then by Theorem 3.2 
t 1 
limlE~k(Q) = l im- -  I x(1 - x)dx  
a-~oa ,-~o 1 - ae l  Jo = 6" 
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